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The idea for this piece came to me while sitting in a rehearsal, exhausted from being up most of the night with my infant child. The reason the idea popped into my head in a rehearsal was that the conductor I was working with was in the same boat as me—he also had an infant child (to whom this piece is dedicated) at home who was taking away his precious hours of sleep.

I decided to make this piece ironically jaunty, using my son's repeated cries of "Mama!" as the root of a sing-song refrain in the verses and adjusting it to fit the style of a sea chanty. I've also included a couple of tongue-in-cheek musical quotes that the observant listener may notice.
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My son, my son, when you wake me at one (With a,

"Hey, ma-ma, ma-ma! Hey, ma-ma, ma-ma! Hey!") Could it be it's glee that you take in waking me? (With a,
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"Hey, ma-ma, ma-ma, ma-ma! Hey, ma-ma! Ha!"
Rock-a-bye ba-by boy, and sleep! Go to sleep, ba-by boy! Rock-a-bye!
Rock-a-bye ba-by boy, and sleep! Go to sleep, ba-by boy! Rock-a-bye!
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do? It's two! And I still am rock-ing you! (With a, "Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey!") Sud-den-
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do? It's two! And I still am rock-ing you! (With a, "Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey!") Sud-den-
ly, it's three; sleep is still eluding me! (With a, "Hey, ma-ma ma-ma ma-ma! Hey, ma-ma! Ha!")

ly, it's three; sleep is still eluding me! (With a, "Hey, ma-ma ma-ma ma-ma! He, ma-ma! Ha!")

Rock-a-bye, baby boy, and sleep! Go to sleep, ha-hy boy! Rock-a-bye!

Rock-a-bye, and sleep! Go to sleep, ba-by boy! Rock-a-bye!
Rock-a-bye baby boy, and sleep! Go to sleep, baby boy! Rock-a-bye!

Rock-a-bye, and sleep! Go to sleep, baby boy! Rock-a-bye! Rock-a-bye!
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close the door, and it's half past four

("Hush little baby! Hush!")
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(With a, "Hush, little baby! Hush!")
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crawl into bed, and I lay down my head... "Waaaaah!" (With a, "Hey, ma-ma ma-ma ma-ma!

And I lay down my head... "Waaaaah!" (With a, "Hey, ma-ma ma-ma ma-ma!

Hey, ma-ma! Ha!"

Rock-a-bye baby boy, and sleep! Go to

Hey, ma-ma! Ha!"

Rock-a-bye baby boy, and sleep! Go to
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sleep, ba-by boy! Rock-a-bye!
Rock-a-bye ba-by boy, and sleep! (With a,

sleep, ba-by boy! Rock-a-bye! Rock-a-bye!
Rock-a-bye ba-by boy, and sleep!

"Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey!" With a, "Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey!" With a,

(With a, "Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey, ma-ma ma-ma! Hey!" With a,
"Hey, ma-ma! Hey ma-ma! Ha! Ma-ma! Ha!"

"Hey, ma-ma! Hey ma-ma! Ha! Ma-ma! Ha!"